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October 17, 2012 started as any other day for Navy airman and fitness trainer Brett Parks until he heard screams for
help. Without hesitation, he ran towards the sound and apprehended the mugger, unaware that the criminal had a gun.
Moments later, the attacker fired a devastating shot directly into Brett’s body. The bullet shredded Brett’s kidney,
pierced his intestines, and destroyed several inches of the largest vein in his body. Three sets of surgeons’ hands
applied pressure inside Brett’s open stomach to stop the bleeding while nurses delivered coolers full of blood to the
operating room every 15 minutes. As the medical team worked fervently to save Brett’s life, his wife received the bleak
news that their unborn daughter and young son may grow up without a father. But the God whom Brett had given his life
to years before had other plans. After a medical battle that included a 20-day coma, multiple surgeries, and an
unexpected amputation, Brett emerged from his coma to begin a long and challenging recovery—medically and spiritually.
Miracle Man details Brett Parks recovery as he experienced it and the miracles and greatness of our God in heaven;
however, Miracle Man is less about Brett and more about what God has done through his story. Miracle Man: A Bullet
that Ignited a Purpose-Filled Life shows readers how to: • prepare (by doing what God puts in front of you), • set goals
(by being who God wants you to be), and • never give up (because God has a purpose for your life that only you can
fulfill).
Many people today find that their prayers don’t “work.” And like a broken cell phone, DVD player, or TV remote, they
throw prayer out as unnecessary “clutter” in their busy lives. Anne Graham Lotz has found that while prayer does work,
sometimes the “pray-ers” don’t. So she has turned to the prophet Daniel for help. The Daniel Prayer is born deep within
your soul, erupts through your heart, and pours out on your lips, words created by and infused with the Spirit of God
quivering with spiritual electricity. It’s really not an everyday type of prayer. It’s a prayer birthed under pressure.
Heartache. Grief. Desperation. It can be triggered by a sudden revelation of hope. An answer to prayer, a promise freshly
received, a miracle that lies just over the horizon. Join Anne in a thrilling discovery of prayer that really works. This book
will help you pray effectively for your nation, for your families, and for yourself.
The battle against marital delay is one that requires that you fight with all your might. You must launch into this battle with
faith. Today many christians are getting married very late. The problem of late marriage and arrested marriage is real!
Many are under the satanic yoke of marital delay! As you read this book and take the prayer points included, may the
God of Elijah visit you with amazing testimonies!
Features an introductory essay by Jack WomackLo! Welcome to the worlds of Charles Fort, chronicler of the odd, the
weird, the strange, the unexpected, and the inexplicable. In words at times as beautiful as anything ever written in
English, Fort reveals the marvels of an age, questions the nature of what we think we know for certain, and provides the
reader with leads on how not to be fooled by shaggy dog stories. Here you•ll find rains of the unexpected, fish, snakes,
and other items from the _super-Sargasso seaÓ of the unexplained that circles the Earth. Here are accounts of UFOs,
accounts of odd animals seen at sea or on land, mysterious attacks by what appear to have been animals, mysterious
appearances of things and people in places they could not be. Here Fort•s epic account of spontaneous combustion,
lights in the sky, poltergeists, unseen. murderous wild animals, mysterious disappearances, manifestations of psychotic
mania, speaking in tongues¾and, of course, the cow that gave birth to two lambs. All of this Fortean wonder is prefaced
by a magnificent new introductory essay by Jack Womack, winner of the Philip K. Dick Award and lifetime Fortean. This
Ebook is part of the Baen Books Charles Fort Ebook Collection At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).
It is possible for you to move from debt into abundance in a short space of time. There are provisions in the scripture to
help you do this. In this book you will discover the biblical secret of the jar of oil that never runs dry. After reading this
manual and applying the teachings, you will know how to unlock the storehouse of God using debt-free prayers, scriptural
giving and other principles of kingdom economics.
Financial Deliverance Poverty has been the cause of untold hardship in the lives of many people. This is not supposed to
be the case for those who are born-again Christians because the benefit of Christ's crucifixion is freedom in all
ramifications, including financial freedom but alsa many Christians are poor. God does not want the situation to to be so,
meaning there is a way out, which is still hidden to many.
Discusses the importance of Jerusalem in the thought and practice of Jews, Christians, and Muslims and describes it archeology, culture and
history
Are you facing challenges in your finances? Are you worried about how to have perpetual control over forces of darkness causing confusion
in your life and endeavor? Do you believe that your prosperity is still within reach, and can be acquired and sustained? This book is meant to
change every unpleasant situation Satan has brought your way, and establish God's agenda in your life. This book will equip you with over
240 Holy Spirit orchestrated prayers for financial freedom and intelligence that will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil always, and claim
your pending and in-coming blessings, in no time.
This book is a product of divine revelation. It has been offered to the body of Christ to help the reader to come up with an understanding of
the activities of the power of darkness that have been ignored due to ignorance. The devices of darkness are exposed. The weapons of dark
powers are brought to the open in order to help battle-ready warriors learn what it takes to destroy such weapons. The book contains acidic
prayer points which will enable the readers to deal decisively with the powers that attack when men sleep. This book affords you the
opportunity to uproot the plantations of darkness and fulfil your destiny.
Some people think that dreams mean nothing at all. But we see in the Bible that God sometimes speak to people through dreams. Knowing
how to understand your dreams can save your job, your home and even the life of a loved one someday. In this book you will discover the
three types of dreams. You will see how to turn your good dreams into reality almost overnight. You will know how to recognize and cancel
bad and ugly dreams.
Arthur Wallis offers this balanced study on fasting, and seeks to give to the subject the weight that Scripture gives it while also avoiding
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exaggeration and over-emphasis. This book includes a biblical index, and an appendix dealing with the textual problems surrounding four
references to fasting in the New Testament.
PASSION PRAYER OF JESUS THE CHRIST The 7 Secret Principles of Jesus

This edition features • illustrations • a linked Table of Contents and Footnotes CONTENTS CHAPTER I. Universal Belief
in the Personality of the Devil, as portrayed by the British Artist—Arguments in Favour of his Personality—Ballad—‘Terrible
and Seasonable Warning to Young Men’ CHAPTER II. ‘Strange and True News from Westmoreland’—‘The Politic
Wife’—‘How the Devill, though subtle, was guld by a Scold’—‘The Devil’s Oak’—Raising the Devil—Arguments in Favour
of Devils—The Number of Devils CHAPTER III. ‘The Just Devil of Woodstock’—Metrical Version—Presumed Genuine
History of ‘The Just Devil of Woodstock’ CHAPTER IV. ‘The Dæmon of Tedworth’ CHAPTER V. ‘The Dæmon of
Burton’—‘Strange and Wonderful News from Yowel, in Surrey’—The Story of Mrs. Jermin—A Case at Welton—‘The
Relation of James Sherring’ CHAPTER VI. A Demon in Gilbert Campbell’s Family—Case of Sir William York—Case of Ian
Smagge—Disturbances at Stockwell CHAPTER VII. Possession by, and casting out, Devils—The Church and
Exorcisms—Earlier Exorcists—‘The Strange and Grievous Vexation by the Devil of 7 Persons in Lancashire’ CHAPTER
VIII. James I. on Possession—The Vexation of Alexander Nyndge—‘Wonderful News from Buckinghamshire’—Sale of a
Devil CHAPTER IX. The Witch of Endor—The ‘Mulier Malefica’ of Berkeley—Northern Witches CHAPTER X. The Legal
Witch—James I. on Witches—Reginald Scot on Witches—Addison on Witches CHAPTER XI. How a Witch was made—Her
Compact with the Devil—Hell Broth—Homage and Feasting—The Witches’ Sabbat CHAPTER XII. Familiar Spirits—Matthew
Hopkins, the ‘Witch-finder’—Prince Rupert’s dog Boy—Unguents used for transporting Witches from Place to Place—Their
Festivities at the Sabbat CHAPTER XIII. Waxen Figures—Witches change into Animals—Witch Marks—Testimony against
Witches—Tests for, and Examination of, Witches CHAPTER XIV. Legislation against Witches—Punishment—Last
Executions for Witchcraft—Inability to weep and sink—Modern Cases of Witchcraft CHAPTER XV. Commencement of
Witchcraft in England—Dame Eleanor Cobham—Jane Shore—Lord Huntingford—Cases from the Calendars of State
Papers—Earliest Printed Case, that of John Walsh—Elizabeth Stile—Three Witches tried at Chelmsford—Witches of St.
Osyth—Witches of Warboys—Witches of Northamptonshire CHAPTER XVI. The Lancashire Witches—Janet
Preston—Margaret and Philip Flower—Anne Baker, Joane Willimot, and Ellen Greene—Elizabeth Sawyer—Mary Smith—Joan
Williford, Joan Cariden, and Jane Hott CHAPTER XVII. Confessions of Witches executed in Essex—The Witches of
Huntingdon—‘Wonderful News from the North’—Trial of Six Witches at Maidstone—Trial of Four Witches at Worcester—A
Lancashire Witch tried at Worcester—A Tewkesbury Witch CHAPTER XVIII. A Case of Vomiting Stones, etc., at
Evesham—Anne Bodenham—Julian Cox—Elizabeth Styles—Rose Cullender and Amy Duny CHAPTER XIX. The Case of
Mary Hill of Beckington—The Confession of Alice Huson—Florence Newton of Youghal—Temperance Lloyd (or Floyd),
Mary Trembles, and Susannah Edwards CHAPTER XX. Elizabeth Horner—Pardons for Witchcraft—A Witch taken in
London—Sarah Mordike—An Impostor convicted—Case of Jane Wenham—The Last Witch hanged in England CHAPTER
XXI. Scotch Witches—Bessie Dunlop—Alesoun Peirson—Dr. John Fian—The Devil a Preacher—Examination of Agnes
Sampson—Confession of Issobel Gowdie CHAPTER XXII. Early Witchcraft in Scotland—Lady Glamys—Bessie
Dunlop—Lady Foulis—Numerous Cases CHAPTER XXIII. Witchcraft in America—In Illinois: Moreau and Emmanuel—In
Virginia: Case of Grace Sherwood—In Pennsylvania: Two Swedish Women—In South Carolina—In Connecticut: Many
Cases—In Massachusetts: Margaret Jones; Mary Parsons; Ann Hibbins; Other Cases CHAPTER XXIV. Cotton and
Increase Mather—The Case of Goodwin’s Daughter—That of Mr. Philip Smith—The Story of the Salem Witchcrafts—List of
Victims—Release of Suspects—Reversal of Attainder, and Compensation APPENDIX
From the day you invited the Lord Jesus Christ into your life, there are certain prayers you should have been praying, in
order to recover all that the enemy had stolen from you in the days of ignorance without Christ. This book reveals the
secret of breakthrough prayers that will help to smash through spiritual obstacles that are impossible for others.
Igniting your Inner Fire Igniting your inner fire is a book from the stable of a globally celebrated author whose literary
pieces have won an uncommon acclaim. This book brings to the fore, the answers to the yearnings of those who desire
being set ablaze by the fire of the Holy Spirit. Its pages contain the solution to problems that are associated with spiritual
weakness and lethargy. Here is your opportunity to ignite your spiritual fire and bid powerlessness adieu. You will receive
fire and you will become a threat to the kingdom of darkness
John Winthrop (1587/8– 1649) served 12 years as governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony in the early days of the
settlement. Volume 1 of his journal covers the years 1630-1640.
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse,
challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine favour, Marital
breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over
Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from
satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic
harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river
of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare
Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
Prayer Cookbook for Busy People (Book 3)Prayer DNA SecretsElisha Goodman
"Witchcraft & Second Sight in the Highlands & Islands of Scotland" by John Gregorson Campbell. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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Published in 1839 and edited by abolitionist Theodore Dwight Weld, this work presents hundreds of primary-source
accounts of the reality of slavery in the American South.The book's first section collects vivid first-person accounts by
former slaves of their lives in slavery. In the second part, Weld offers page after page of stark quotationssome as short as
a single sentencefrom various Southern periodicals that illustrate in graphic detail the bondage, floggings, maimings and
other horrors endured by slaves. Weld also presents and dissects various pro-slavery arguments. Distributed by the
American Anti-Slavery Society, American Slavery As It Is was second only to Uncle Tom's Cabin for its impact on the antislavery movement in the United States.
In A Divine Revelation of Heaven, after thirty nights in which God gave her visions of the depths of hell and the
punishments of the lost, Mary K. Baxter was shown for ten nights the glories of heaven--the home of redeemed souls.
Included in this book are her depictions of heaven's gates, angels, music, worship, storehouses of blessings, joyful
heavenly citizens, four living creatures, and brilliant throne of God. Mary also describes heaven's perfect order and
purpose, what happens to children, and much more. These breathtaking glimpses of heaven, interspersed with
applicable Bible verses, will turn your heart toward the beauty and joy that await every believer in Christ. In A Divine
Revelation of Hell, over a period of thirty nights, God gave Mary K. Baxter visions of hell and commissioned her to tell
people still alive on earth to reject sin and evil, and to choose life in Christ. Here is an account of the place and beings of
hell contrasted with the glories of heaven. Follow Mary in her supernatural journey as she enters with Jesus into a
gateway to hell and encounters the sights, sounds, and smells of that dark place of torment, including its evil spirits, cells,
pits, jaws, and heart. Be an eyewitness to the various punishments of lost souls and hear their shocking stories. This
book is a reminder that each of us needs to accept the miracle of salvation before it is too late--and to intercede for those
who do not yet know Christ. Time is running out.
Achieving Spiritual Freedom is not for the weak, meek, sensitive, passive or faint of heart. You must go after Spiritual
freedom aggressively, passionately and strategically. You must be prepared to pray the daring prayers necessary to set
yourself free from every form of captivity including witchcraft, late marriage, childlessness, poverty, rejection, failure at the
point of breakthrough, generation curses, and household wickedness. Targeted Prayers is a book that will help you learn
the dynamics of prayers and also equip you to arrest and court martial every opposition resisting your desired
breakthroughs. They are harvesting prayers!
There are prayers that can help rekindle the interest of your spouse in your marriage, even if he or she hasn't looked at
you in years. In some cases, these prayers can help turn any troubled relationship to a terrific relationship in as short a
time as 21 days.
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will
greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of the finest and most important collections of historic
American art in the world. Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Power for Explosive Success highlights Biblical principles of success. The distinctiveness of this classic include an array of success
scriptures, an assemblage of rare principles of success, portraits of characters who are symbols of excellence and rare teachings which are
aimed at helping the reader cultivate the habit of succeeding in life. The final result is a unique success manual. Well researched, presented
with clarity and offered in a readable form, Power for Explosive Success will take you to the top.
There is a dream world and there is a physical world. Distinct yet interrelated. What are the sources of dreams? Do dreams affect our lives?
This book gives you practical examples of how satanic agents have manipulated the lives of numerous people into nothingness through
dreams. The author provides you with Biblical ways of converting defeats in your dreams into lasting victory. You can stop the endless tide of
defeats today. READ THIS BOOK
What is an Esther Fast? Why is the midnight prayer so powerful? In this book you will discover these biblical secrets and more. After reading
this prayer manual, you will know why a few believers are able to consistently obtain answers to their prayers, no matter how impossible the
situation may look. And what you can do to join them today.
You have an enemy . . . and he’s dead set on destroying all you hold dear and keeping you from experiencing abundant life in Christ.
What’s more, his approach to disrupting your life and discrediting your faith isn’t general or generic, not a one-size-fits-all. It’s specific.
Personalized. Targeted. So this book is your chance to strike back. With prayer. With a weapon that really works. Each chapter will guide you
in crafting prayer strategies that hit the enemy where it hurts, letting him know you’re on to him and that you won’t back down. Because with
every new strategy you build, you’re turning the fiercest battles of life into precise strikes against him and his handiwork, each one infused
with the power of God’s Spirit. New York Times bestselling author Priscilla Shirer, widely known for her international speaking, teaching, and
writing ministries, brings her new role from the 2015 film War Room into the real lives of today’s women, addressing the topics that affect
them most: renewing their passion, refocusing their identity, negotiating family strife, dealing with relentless regrets, navigating impossible
schedules, succeeding against temptation, weathering their worst fears, uprooting bitterness, and more. Each chapter exposes the enemy’s
cruel, crafty intentions in all kinds of these areas, then equips and encourages you to write out your own personalized prayer strategies on
tear-out sheets you can post and pray over yourself and your loved ones on a regular basis. Fervent is a hands-on, knees-down, don’t-giveup action guide to practical, purposeful praying.
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